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Easter ideas – The lovely Lisa has created a Pinterest board for you all with some ideas that may inspire 
you. Please click on this link https://pin.it/YR8Vgxy . Other things that you can do in readiness for the 
Easter bunny include: 

● Egg protection – Give your child the challenge of creating some protection for an egg. Can 
they find a way to stop their egg breaking if dropped? This could be an easter egg or a chicken’s 
egg. It does not matter. Encourage them to think about their bike helmets and how this protects us 
all when we are out and about on our bikes. It is amazing how long children will spend doing this 
activity and how ingenious they can be. 
● Family egg decorating and hat parade – Despite us all being at home why not have your own 
Easter Parade and Easter festival. Together with your child, hard boil an egg for each member of the 
family and then decorate it. You could invite other family members to join in remotely as well. 
There are lots of ideas online or maybe give everyone a theme – how about our wonderful NHS? A 
rainbow? Maybe ask a grandparent or relative to judge them over Facetime/ Houseparty/ Skype/ 
Zoom and please send any images into us at Pre-School. The categories could be – the wildest, most 
colourful, most cheerful, the tallest etc. Alternatively, or as well as why not set everyone the 
challenge of creating an Easter hat. This does not have to be fancy. A strip of paper measured to the 
correct size and then give your child the freedom to create. Can they find things outside to add to 
it? Cut things out from a comic, newspaper, out of the recycling box? 
● Lego/duplo or other construction kit challenge – My three boys loved it when I gave them a 
building challenge and it really kept them occupied for me to get a few jobs completed! So why not 
challenge your child to make an Easter themed creature, an egg, a nest or something that interests 
them (fire engine, dinosaur, unicorn, the letter at the start of their name etc). 
● Easter card – Why not create a card for a relative or neighbour? Fill a cut out rabbit shape 
with finger prints, cut an egg shape in half and create a paper chick to go inside, give your child 
some yellow paint and a fork and leave them to create a painty yellow chick. 

 
Funky fingers – I have seen that some of you have been getting your fingers all funky at home. Here are a 
few more ideas to keep those muscles developing: 

● Give your child your colander and some sticks of spaghetti (or coloured pipe cleaners if you 
have some). Your child will love to poke the spaghetti through the holes. 
● If you have an old tennis ball put a slice in it, draw some eyes and a nose and encourage 
your child to squeeze the ball (the slit will open like a mouth) and then challenge them to feed the 
person/tennis ball creature with a spoon and any old or out of date item from your store cupboard 
(rice, lentils etc). 
● Peg work – with this lovely weather continuing why not get your child’s toy clothing out and 
pop it in a large bucket or tray with bubbles. Put up a mini washing line and give your child some 
pegs. Not only will they have to use their funky fingers to squeeze the pegs but they will also help 
out with some cleaning! 
● Not for the fingers but something to get the whole body going. If you have a pool woggle 
(one of those long flotation devices) in your house (alternatively get your child to decorate a stick 
with strips of ribbon and paper) take it outside, pop on some music, give them some demos of 
swinging, twisting in time with the music.  

 
Creative fun – Children love to create in some form or another. This does not have to be with pens, paint 
or paper but can be with construction kits, pieces of wood, natural resources etc. How about creating 

https://pin.it/YR8Vgxy


something to either go up on your window or you could pop them into the Pre-School post box as you go 
about your one form of daily exercise and we will display them on our windows. There are many people 
who work for the NHS both in Pre-School and in the village (and also in our own families) and it would be 
great to show our appreciation to them. Emma Egan, our chair and bursar checks the post regularly and 
will happily pop any images up. Alternatively, Emma Eliot-Cohen will be popping pictures up in the window 
of Mojo and McCoy in Hungerford so if you are that way pop your picture through the letter box with your 
child’s name on.  
 
Challenge your child – This week I am giving the children a challenge to either:  
● Make a boat using a single piece of foil – how many coins can they add to it before it sinks? 
Encourage your child to adapt the shape if it does not work the first time. 
● Make a bridge to carry the gingerbread man over the river. Use blocks, newspaper rolled up and 
basically whatever materials you have to hand. Can it hold a certain toy? How can your child make it even 
stronger?  
 
Baking – As we are thinking about everything to do with eggs it seemed like a great time to send out a 
delicious savoury recipe that will give your child the opportunity to crack an egg! Please see the link to a 
Lunchbox chorizo frittata. https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/recipes/lunchbox_chorizo_07622 . We are sure the 
whole family will love this delicious recipe.  
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